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Preface        

In 2021, I published my book Qtled “Random Thoughts on Random Words” 
with BlogchaBer. The moQvaQon was my parQcipaQon in their month long A2Z 
challenge. This year since I was travelling, I decided to parQcipate in a limited 
manner posQng five liners everyday for the 26 days of the challenge. To 
parQcipate in the BlogchaBer E Book Carnival the number for words employed 
for the verses were not sufficient. Therefore, I decided to write a brief note on 
each of the Five liners on loky topics such as aspiraQon, bliss, compassion, 
Zenith etc.  

RuminaQng on some important words that impact our lives in a big way, was 
exciQng as it was challenging. As in the case of my last book, I hope readers 
would be able to know more about the person Rajeev- What he stands for, 
what is important to him and his approach to life in general.  

Instead of wriQng a separate “Acknowledgement” page, I would like to record 
here my deep graQtude, appreciaQon and thanks – Firstly to the dynamic 
BlogchaBer team for the moQvaQon and support extended to me.  They 
nudged me at crucial Qmes when it really maBered and the result is this book.   
I would also like to thank my sons Manas and Tarun for designing the cover and 
providing formamng support. 

 Finally I would like to thank all my readers who read and supported me with 
their encouraging feedback. I would be happy and saQsfied if readers find this 
book as enjoyable to read as I enjoyed wriQng it.    



AspiraFon  

Not bogged down by the ups and downs  

Of day to day life- who is free of them?  

Let us aspire to soar above them, obstacles 

Surely, for the willing and determined  

The sky is the limit.... 

  

The human beings are designed for things much bigger and beyond our 
average limited imaginaQon. However, we do not reach out for more ciQng  as 
excuses  our limiQng circumstances . We will do well to set aspiraQons high and 
have around us people who dwell on possibiliQes rather than limitaQons. It is 
also essenQal to keep away from excuse makers who have low expectaQons 
from life in general and would readily pull down all their friends and 
acquaintances to their own dismal levels.  

As discussed in the verse, obstacles are a given. Who is it that doesn’t face 
some obstacle, difficulty or the other? It is just that the nature of the obstacle 
may be different or what may seem to one as not an obstacle may be 
inQmidaQng and real to another. Haven’t we heard stories of how even 
accomplished personaliQes were hesitant and scared to propose marriage to 
the one they loved?  Yet, this may seem as the simplest of things to do for 
others.  

Thus what we should aspire for is not absence of obstacles but having the drive 
and determinaQon to pursue our goals in spite of obstacles. Life becomes 
exciQng and worth living when we soar high above obstacles to aBain success 
(our own criteria of success) in all areas of life!  



 
Bliss 

How much longer will we - me, you, all of us  

ConCnue searching, looking for it all over the place, outside? 

When all we need to do is feel the divine bliss deep inside 

As we experience the deep connect with all beings, universe  

What? To each his/her own Cme you say? - I agree...   

Bliss is a lot more than happiness. The dicQonary describes ‘Bliss’ as supreme 
happiness; uBer joy or contentment. We can by reading the definiQon know 
that bliss does not come merely from external achievements be it worldly 
possessions or societal recogniQon. To aBain it we need to go deep inside and 
feel it from within. 

As you go deeper inside you experience the connect with the whole of nature 
and all beings. Duality disappears and one enters into the state of bliss. Of 
course, this is easier said than done. Depending upon our basic nature, 
connecQng with the whole can be difficult for most and easier for some. Hence 
the need to take baby steps to search and find the connect within by various 
means be it meditaQon, immersing in music, dance, poetry or spending Qme 
with nature.  

We need to be wary of trading bliss for mere happiness as we have known it. 
When on the right path, it doesn’t maBer when we will reach the goal of ‘Bliss’. 
Some may get it a liBle earlier but we would  be saQsfied in the confidence that 
we will also reach there as ‘Bliss’ is our basic nature and we would be one with 
it. It is just a maBer of Qme.  



Compassion  
   

It is the loss of compassion that has  

Brought us to the sad state we are in today!  

Uncaring and unwilling to step into another's shoes  

To feel, understand their woes, the root cause of problem  

Open up to compassion and presto! - Life is joyful once again!  

When man thinks only of himself not caring for the next person it means that 
compassion has already gone out of the window. This trend has travelled so 
rapidly from the West to the East, then to the ciQes, towns and steadily moving 
to the rural areas. With material wealth having become the top priority, 
everyone would like to emulate what the the rich and famous countries or 
individuals pracQce and preach. Profit at any cost with the focus always on 
“What’s in it for me?”, compassion that requires imagining yourself in someone 
else’s shoes becomes old fashioned. You are able to think of downsizing, smart 
sizing or whatever, all in the interests of boBom line without an iota of concern 
for the guy given the pink slip at short noQce.   

It is only when you have compassion that you would treat a person the way 
you would like to be treated. You would not be rude or dismissive of fellow 
beings merely because they are perceived as below you financially or socially. 
Self absorpQon without compassion has meant that in the long run you get 
Qred of the rat race and exhausted with the single minded obsession of 
‘keeping up with the Joneses’. Before long, you end up embracing frustraQon 
and loneliness. 

When you are prepared to bring back your basic, in born qualiQes of love and 
compassion, life once again becomes joyful. There is no compeQQon but 
peaceful coexistence with all of creaQon.     



Delight   

DelighCng in the good, no maOer where and to whom it happened 

Ignoring the evil, not dwelling on it to give it power  

Is perhaps the sure fire way to be happy, peaceful, contented 

So delight in neighbour’s son gaining admission to IIM , victory of a sports 
champ 

Anything, as long as the front page of mind is always in delight!  

The mind can be very tricky. It needs to always occupied with something or the 
other. Therefore if you don’t keep it busy with the things of ‘what you want or 
what is posiQve’, it will fill itself with ‘what you don’t want or the negaQve’ and 
before you know it it has become a “Devil’s workshop”.  

Being delighted with everything that is happening good in the world is an 
anQdote to negaQvity. When you are busy with acknowledging and applauding 
so much of posiQve things, there is no place or Qme for the negaQve.  

It is said that in the newspapers of Israel the first few pages are always about 
the good things happening such as scienQfic achievements, medical 
breakthroughs and the like and the sad, crime or tragic incidents find place 
only in the last pages in smaller fonts. 

So let us always focus and search for things to be delighted about. It can be 
liBle things that happened in your neighbourhood, at the office or the 
unexpected service with a smile received from an employee at a Government 
office. 

  



Ethereal   

Some things just cannot coexist with the ethereal 

Like crudeness in language, physical, mental violence 

Open your window to aestheCcs- Love for art, poetry, music, culture  

Then the mundane, fear based survival insCncts 

Gets replaced by deeper, true to life ethereal maOers... 

We are bombarded daily with messages such as “It is a dog eat dog world”, 
“Only the paranoid survive”,  “ It’s Law of the jungle” and “survival of the 
fiBest”. No wonder most of our acQon are triggered by fear and the need to 
overpower others either by physical or mental violence in order for us to 
survive and thrive. New age thought is telling us again and again that the 
universe is one of abundance with availability of plenty for everyone and that 
our trigger for living should be ‘Love’ instead of ‘Fear’.  

Moving away (manasa, vacha, karmana- in terms of thought, words and acQon)  
from rudeness , contempt and feelings of superiority over others is the first 
step in this regard  so that space is made available for the finer things like art, 
poetry, music, culture to enter.  Say good bye to the mundane, fear based 
survival insQncts and embrace things ethereal, delicate and refined.  

  



Fresh   

Isn't it Cme to examine- take a fresh look at life? 

How much longer will we keep doing the same things 

Again and again to get the same results? 

Looking at things afresh may provide insights for beOer living 

Could also answer deeper quesCons like "What's the purpose of my life?"  

Human beings are disQnct from animals as they have the ability to think while 
the laBer operates mostly by insQnct. Yet, if the prowess is not used 
consistently we end up doing the same things eat, work, sleep, procreate. The 
paBern conQnues day in and day out unless, we stop a while to ponder- Is our 
life going the way we had planned? Are we just going through the moQons or 
making progress each day? When we address the worldly maBers with 
mindfulness/ awareness correcQons become possible. It also opens us  up 
enough to ask bigger quesQons like “What is the purpose of life?” 

Just as there is nothing like eaQng vegetables fresh, it is important to 
periodically take a fresh look at our life so that we can break away from the rut 
of rouQne we may have fallen into -  living life mechanically from one day to 
another. So, what is the purpose of your life? 



God 

Call 'God' by any name- use subsCtutes 

If not fashionable to use the word anymore 

It sCll is understood universally, in any part of the world 

To denote the higher power, guiding light  

For contentment, peace and tranquillity    

A word used and abused over the years “God” universally is understood as that 
‘Higher power”.  The word got a bad name when it was misinterpreted by 
middlemen and peddlers who did not hesitate even to give calls to kill in the 
name of God. We also saw suffixes aBached to the word like ‘Godman’. These 
unscrupulous elements   exploited the gullible and amassed huge wealth and 
property, all in name of ‘God”. No wonder there has been a dip in religiousness 
and a sense of cynicism  has set in amongst the common man. 

The fact remains that in any part of the world the word “God” is sQll 
understood as a higher power although humans would like to believe that they 
are the highest power, masters of the universe with the power of science at 
their disposal. Time and again though, it has been proved that for any invenQon 
of man, there is inside the human body lot more complex mechanisms and 
processes that man cannot even comprehend , let alone surpass.  We all need 
and sQll seek that ‘higher power’ even if some of us may not like to call  the 
power ‘God’. It provides us peace, contentment and guidance at Qmes of 
distress or difficulty.  



Hilarious 
    

Evidence is right there, in our face 

That laughter, humour is the best medicine  

An anCdote to loneliness, disease, unhappiness 

So what are we waiCng for? Let's search for 

And embrace hilarious situaCons that life throws up!  

In his book “Anatomy of an Illness” Norman Cousins explains how by watching 
comedy movies and comedy clips he was able to cure himself of the dreaded, 
degeneraQve Collagen illness (with severe symptoms of  pain, high fever and 
near-paralysis of the legs) . We have  also heard of the miraculous benefits of 
laughter clubs founded by Dr Madan Malaviya for providing mental and 
physical well being to people all over the world.   

Be that as it may, we find that with each passing day, people are becoming 
grumpier and less willing to have a hearty laugh. They are also becoming more 
and more intolerant and very quick to take offense at a joke. So much so, it is 
reflected in the approach of Governments to comedians and saQrists. They are 
many instances of them being jailed for taking a dig at the omissions and 
commissions in society.  

It may be difficult to get huge bodies of administraQon and the society to 
change and show the way. What we can do is to noQce the liBle moments of 
fun and laughter in day to day life and engage in hearty belly laughs. We can 
watch funny movies, TV programs, read funny books and learn the art of 
laughing at ourselves! 



InspiraFon 

Inspired we must be, if we were not to merely 

Go through the moCon of life, mechanically 

Eat, work, sleep, procreate- in short just exist 

Inspiring words? going back to nature? learning something new? meditaCng? 

What’s your individual trigger for that spark in life?-  Find it and Go for it!   

Life is not about just exisQng, it is a lot more than just going through the 
moQons of eaQng, sleeping, working, and procreaQng. Aker all, we are humans 
with the power to think, ask quesQons unlike animals. We would all do well to 
find out our individual trigger that can inspire us to becoming the best we can 
be- as some would say  operate at the level of “Self actualizaQon”.  

In this regard, the spark of guidance on the way forward may come at the Qme 
of meditaQng or from a teacher, a book or from a person we admire. The most 
important thing is not to be saQsfied with the status quo and the small wins. 
Our mind should always be on the lookout for  inspiraQon that could provide 
answers to quesQons such as “What is the purpose of my life?”  “How can I 
maximise my potenQal- be the best I can be?” 



Jack of all Trades  

 
Do not fret, worry that you are only a jack 

And not a master of anything 

Everything, every scenario has its own place and relevance 

While the specialist knows more and more of less and less 

It is variety that is the spice of life- Isn't it?   

Everything and everybody has its place in the world. We need doctors as much 
as we need people in other professions be it, carpentry or plumbing. It is good 
to have experts in any field. It is also good and equally important to have those 
with a wide general knowledge of the discipline.  

Thus, we all miss the friendly and reliable family doctor of yore who could treat 
us for a variety of general condiQons and refer us to an expert if it was 
necessary. 

Further, being a jack of all trades has its advantages.. In most first world 
countries, people may not be available for hire for aBending to sundry 
requirements. Here it is the “Do it yourself” savvy person who thrives and 
makes a mark. Being a jack of all trades, even if not a master, also relieves us 
from monotony as we can  engage in a variety of acQviQes. 



Karma 

Do not fear Karma, nor pooh pooh it 

To the extent of declaring "I just don't care...” 

And give in to indulgences and cruelty 

Just be sufficiently aware so as to not take 

Two steps forward and then four steps backward!   

In recent Qmes there is a lot of interest, more discussion and acceptance of the 
concept of “Karma” and rebirth. I The law of Karma basically tells you that you 
get the fruits of your acQon, whether good or bad in this life or a future life. 
Doing good deeds bring benefits and doing cruel or harmful deeds gets you the 
same in the same intensity.  As you reap, “what you sow”, the concept is a kind 
of a call to “Do unto others what you would like to be done unto you”.   

In the 19th and 20th century, with the advent of science and a scienQfic 
approach to life, the law of Karma was not only not taken seriously all over the 
world but also tended to be ridiculed . Nobody knows the validity of the law for 
sure as what happens aker death is sQll a mystery. If anything it exhorts you to 
lead a noble life in your own interest. The law can serve as guidance for living 
your life in moderaQon with a focus to do good rather than bad.   



Love 

When discussing love, people talk a lot these days 

Of ’UncondiConal Love'- some say it's a mirage  

Something fantasized, never aOained  

Yet, when you stop thinking, give up on 'my' and 'mine' feelings 

Heart opens to universe, with uncondiConal love for anything and 
everything....  

‘UncondiQonal love’ is love without any condiQons. You don’t set condiQons 
like I will love you when you get the first rank or score a century each Qme you 
go out to bat or if you marry the person I choose for you. In condiQonal love, if 
you don’t meet these expectaQons, the love is withdrawn. ‘UncondiQonal love’ 
is when “I love you irrespecQve of what your looks, economic or social 
condiQon may be”. There is a feeling though that this is something that 
happens only in dreams and that in reality, in pracQcal terms all love is 
condiQonal love. Yet love in its truest sense can be aBained if you are willing to 
let go.  

Yes, the full potenQal of ‘Love’ can be realized when you let go of its narrow 
perspecQve as between two individuals. The idea of “UncondiQonal Love” may 
remain a mirage if visualized as something between two people since 
expectaQons are bound to be there from both sides. However, opening up to 
the enQre universe and allowing your love to flow freely to anyone and 
everyone gives it a form of ‘uncondiQonal’ pure love. It is the true essence of 
us, spiritual beings presently undergoing a human experience. 



Money 

Money, money, money -  a concept o^en misunderstood  

Evoking strong aOracCon at one end and uOer distaste at the other 

Yet, money an energy which by itself has nothing good or bad about it  

Like any energy, it needs to flow freely, in a balanced manner 

Neither hoarding nor indulgence does energy any good!    

Money tends to evoke strong reacQons. Most people are delighted with and 
crave for it. They more or less subscribe to the popular song that says “Money, 
money, money-It’s a rich man’s world”.   However, some are wary of money and 
view it as evil that upsets the equilibrium of people gemng them to behave in 
an arrogant or atrocious manner. In reality money is just an energy which is 
neither good nor bad. It is about using it wisely and judiciously. We have seen 
many philanthropists doing great things with money while others have wasted 
or hoarded it. Therefore it is not about money per se; use it effecQvely, allow it 
to flow freely like any other energy and you get the best out of it. 



Natural 

When you are natural, you are at ease 

Things happen spontaneously 

No need to pretend, play act 

Project yourself as someone else  

Haven't we heard "Naturally, easily, and effortlessly"?   

There is nothing like being authenQc. It is when you tell lies, put on false smiles, 
play act that there is a need to be anxious and be on your toes all the Qme. A 
person lying finds that he has to tell 100 more to cover up the web of lies! Our 
natural nature as human beings is being peaceful, loving, harmonious, giving 
and inclusive. Happiness and joy comes to us automaQcally when we are our 
natural selves. We are at ease, saved from the anxieQes of pretension.    



Open Minded 

Being exposed to only one view point, not keeping one's mind open 

Listening only to what you already believe, shubng out all other narraCves 

Is seemingly very comforCng, giving a feeling of being on top-  Beware!  

May end up like one of  the four blind men,  who having touched just one part 
of whole   

Believed that he alone knew how an elephant looked like!  

We have all heard the famous lines that “The mind is like a parachute; it works 
only when it is open”. However, it is observed that the world over, there is a 
tendency in recent Qmes for people  to be closed, choosing to shut out all 
other ideas or thoughts that do not resonate with those of their own. Thus we 
find that healthy debates and discussions are no longer possible.  

The trend of watching only one sided news in TV channels, newspapers and 
meeQng up with only the likeminded can be very dangerous for the future.. It 
can lead to conflicts that would be difficult to resolve given the unwillingness 
and lack of appreciaQon of another person’s view point, concerns and 
aspiraQons. Being open minded is the only way to improve, grow and coexist 
harmoniously as a society parQcularly in a diverse country like that of India.  



PaFent (PaFent Vs Respant) 

When it comes to illness and wellness, do not be the 'typical' paCent 

Resigned, passing on  all decision making powers to doctor/care givers 

Advises Dr Siegel, author of "Love, Medicine and Miracles"  

Be an acCve Respant (Responsible parCcipant)  instead-  learning more about 
problem 

asking quesCons, acCvely parCcipaCng in the healing!   

In his path breaking New York Times best seller list book “Love, medicines and 
Miracles” Dr Bernie Siegal bats for becoming a responsible parQcipant 
(Respant) in the healing process rather than being just an inert ‘PaQent’.  When 
we behave like a ‘paQent’ resigned, unquesQoning of whatever treatment is 
being given to us, it is almost as if we have given up on life parQcularly when 
dealing with terminal illnesses like cancer.  We need to instead be very acQve in 
knowing more about our illness seek out second opinion whenever required 
and generally parQcipate and influence the course of our treatment. Such an 
approach ensures faster recovery than being a mere ‘paQent’. 



Quotes   

If you have an eye and ear for quotes of great souls 

Life can be a lot easier- Quotes like "Be the change you want to see in the 
world" 

"Smile is the most important thing you wear" 

Or "Nobody can make you feel inferior without your consent" 

Can all serve as guiding lights in the dark...Haven in a hapless world  

Quotes are very powerful and can make deep impression on us inspiring us  to 
aBempt great things or live a beBer life  It can also at Qmes be the inspiraQon 
to pull us out of a rut or when we are feeling hopeless. Yet the fact remains 
that a quote does not affect everyone in the same way. I remember once 
reading a self help book where the author who was bowled over and obsessed 
with a parQcular quote repeated it a number of Qmes in the book including the 
use of huge fonts to highlight it. It was clear that this author was parQcularly 
mesmerized by  that quote. The fact that I am unable to recall it and present 
the same before you readers is proof that the said quote did not make a big 
impression on me.  

Thus, it is important to note that we are all unique and are therefore impacted 
differently by different things including quotes of great people. Therefore, we 
would do well to search and zero in on those quotes that moQvate, inspire and 
move our unique selves.  We can then read them as oken as we like in a day, 
week or month to serve  as guiding lights as we face the harsh realiQes of day 
to day life. 

  



Religion    

Underlying principles, the nuts & bolts 

Of all religions is love and compassion 

Yet, in the hands of the wrong people - it can spur differences, ego, hatred, 
violence 

Like the knife in the hands of a rowdy is a tool to kill 

But the same in the hands of a surgeon is a tool for healing....  

If you were to travel on the path of spirituality, you would see that it is mostly 
personal, the intenQon being a shik in one’s awareness through an inward 
journey.  ‘Religion’, on the other hand involves more number of people and is 
based on the lives and teachings of historical or archetypal figures. Spirituality’s 
focus is more on the pracQcal applicaQon in one’s own life and not necessarily 
spreading the teaching to more people. Therefore a spiritual person can 
operate on his own without being part of any religious group.  

The teachings of all religions hail love, compassion and feelings of brotherhood 
for fellow beings. Yet, when feelings of compeQon set in with thoughts of “Our 
way is the only way”, violence and killing becomes possible in the name of 
religion. Religion needs to be restored into the hands of those leaders who 
understand and adhere to its true essence so that peaceful coexistence of all 
beings in the world is made possible. 



Sleep 

In the fast paced, complex world of modern Cmes 

The easiest, yet dangerous opCon is to compromise on sleep  

Importance of diet, exercise, entertainment is, in your face 

Easier to understand but sleep seemingly a so^ target, can be crucial 

Lot of repair work happens during sleep- determines quality of life, why life 
itself!  

In the olden days people planned their work and rest/sleep based on the rising 
and semng of the sun. With the invenQon of arQficial lighQng, night Qme was 
also being increasing used for acQviQes. As a result many people are 
experiencing sleep deprivaQon. Increased stress and disharmony has also led to 
insomnia amongst the general populaQon.  

In spite of many recent studies highlighQng the importance of sleep, the 
seriousness of ensuring adequate hours of sleep is yet to be embraced by most 
of the general populaQon. Sleep is the Qme when the repair work happens; the 
body and mind is recharged and makes you refreshed for effecQvely dealing 
with a new day. It helps you to be healthy and keep diseases at bay. Therefore, 
it is high Qme we address sleep issues if any and also eat a balanced diet as 
also develop posiQve lifestyle habits conducive to a good night’s sleep. 



Trust 

In a moral science class, in grade four or was it five 

I remember learning about trust, supported with apt picture 

A father asks son perched on a height to jump into his outstretched arms 

Without even thinking, the liOle one jumps into safe hands of his father 

Now that is trust! Here, being trustworthy is the key, what say you?   

Trust seems to be going down these days- Employees are not trusQng their 
supervisors /employers, spouses their life partners, students their teachers and 
even children their parents. Let us take the instance of the trust in arranged 
marriages in India. The basic premise in this form was that the parent’s  sole 
criteria would  be ensuring  lifelong happiness and well being of their children. 
Over the years however, the moQve of the marriage has shiked to the parent’s 
own social presQge or the amount of money that can be got in the form of 
dowry.  

A saying in the Kannada  language“Guna nodi Hennu kodi” meaning “Look for  
the good qualiQes of the groom and then give him your daughter as bride”  is 
frequently being flouted. The same is true in many other situaQons of life. It is 
no wonder then that more and more people are becoming cynical and 
unwilling to trust. Therefore, demonstraQng that you are trustworthy each 
Qme, every Qme is the way to build trust. Then, like the story in the lesson, a 
child would jump from a height without thinking twice because it is his father 
who is asking him to do so.  The importance of Trust for a harmonious living 
cannot be overemphasized.    



Understanding 

Understanding comes with willingness 

One needs to care enough to listen, appreciate 

Slip into another's- his/her shoes  

Willing not to be rigid, stubborn in your own views 

And then, perhaps 'understanding' will blossom, provide mutual happiness...  

Understanding cannot happen if you don’t care or you have goBen into the 
habit of taking the other for granted. It is only when you care enough would 
you engage in listening to the other person not with just your ears but your 
whole body. AppreciaQng the point of view of others by gemng into their shoes 
so as to experience what he/she is going through opens the door to 
understanding. 

 This would mean lemng go of dogmas, rigidity and stubbornness in your 
posiQons. When you take the iniQaQve and show compassion, hopefully you 
will get reciprocatory gestures from the other side. It is only then that  the 
circle is complete and mutual understanding happens. 



Valiant 

"The valiant tastes of death but once" wrote the great dramaCst 

Such courage is possible only from a total absence of fear 

AnCdote to fear is the emoCon at the other end of conCnuum- Love 

Love coupled with the blessings of the 'higher power' 

Ensures you remain valiant in all situaCons, at all Cmes!   

Even when we are performing the role of a soldier and pumng on a front of 
being brave, a person who is not valiant is actually dying  a number of Qmes 
out of the fear of death. Further, valour does not come merely from brute 
strength. A lot of the strength of the valiant comes from the inside as well. 
They are able to exhibit remarkable bravery and heroic behaviour as they enjoy 
a total freedom from fear.  

According to the author of the bestselling book “Dying to be Me”  Anita 
Moorjani , all our acQons are triggered by either of the two emoQon of fear or 
love. The result and impact though are totally different. When you act out of 
fear it is likely to be knee jerk with lot of doubt and anxiety. Love on the other 
hand, provides the inner calm and confidence even as we perform the act.  

As love is the basic original nature of all beings and the universe, you are also 
one with the ‘Higher power’ whose blessings ensure that you are able to be 
valiant at all Qmes. 



Winning   

Let us win over ourselves, win over our own thoughts & mind  
Before we set out to win over others 
In the process, we may learn some home truths about winning  
That it's not about subjugaCon, overpowering others  
But winning them over, with the persuasive power of love & compassion   

Winning has gained so much of importance these days; to the extent that we 
hear of winning ‘at any cost’ or that you play “only to win”. As against this 
approach, I remember a moral science lesson we had in class V wherein the 
point was brought home that when we play a game what is more important is 
parQcipaQng and playing the game fairly rather than merely winning.  

The modern trend, build on the Western approach puts a lot of pressure on 
everyone to win, with not succeeding seen as akin to ‘shame’. If working in a 
corporate, you are expected get the company to be number 1. Similar pressure 
is put on a child to be the first in class. Common sense tells us that it is only 
one individual or corporate body that can be number1 at a given Qme meaning 
the others will have to accept places lower down. Further, even if we have 
become a winner by this definiQon, it is impossible to be in that posiQon at all 
Qmes. As a result everyone ends up with a feeling of being ‘Losers’ sooner or 
later.   

We would do well to have a different connotaQon for ‘Winning’. The focus  can 
be shiked to winning over our limitaQons and weaknesses and becoming a 
beBer and more effecQve human being. If we have done the fundamentals 
correctly, done our home work and worked smartly, the results are bound to 
come. We need not worry and constantly look over our shoulder to see if 
anyone is gemng past us. When caught in a compeQQve web, one is tempted to 
use unscrupulous means to win any which way. You even try to overpower and 
subjugate even your own team members in order to win.  

In the long run though, bulldozing and aggressive tacQcs are less effecQve. 
Winning over your people through love and compassion gets beBer results. 
Then, you would be  able to see even your compeQtors as allies rather than 
rivals and be able to look at ways for cooperaQon for mutual benefit and 
growth.  So, there it is- We don’t need to have to have a winner and a loser; 
everyone can be winners if we set our mind to it.     



X-ray 

X- ray provides us good support in treatment 

Helps find out areas of ailment for correcCve measures 

If only we had similar equipment to idenCfy thought errors  

We could turn thoughts of hatred, resentment, jealousy, anxiety 

To posiCve, healing ones- Healthy mind ensures healthy body as well!   

X ray was invented by the German scienQst WC Rontgen in the year 1895 and 
has since been very helpful to the medical profession in detecQng kidney 
stones and other ailments for enabling precision medicine and human care. 
Today modern sophisQcated versions of the original invenQon are playing a big 
role in the physical well being of people. 

It is against this background that a thought came to my mind as to how 
wonderful it would be if we had a similar machine to detect the kind of 
thoughts in our mind so that steps can be taken to heal and convert thoughts 
of hatred to those of love. We now know that many physical diseases are 
psychosomaQc in nature and their trigger can be traced to mental causes such 
as stress. The diseases of this nature include hyper tension, respiratory 
ailments, diabetes, dermaQQs, gastrointesQnal disturbances, ulcers, migraine,  
tension headaches etc.  

“Love” is the original nature of human beings and that of the universe. Many of 
the problems that we face today is because of our moving away from our basic 
nature to negaQve emoQons such as ‘Hatred’. Ideally, through methods such as 
meditaQon we should be able to regain our original qualiQes of love, peace and 
inclusion.  

In the future, we can hope to get support from mind scanning equipment, a 
counterpart of the X-ray that would address mental malfuncQoning.  Aker all a 
Qny toy called the ‘Mobile’ is doing so many things that we couldn’t have 
imagined a few decades back. So is the M ray in the offing, sooner than later? 
Who knows? 



Yellow- PosiFve 

Author, Edward de Bono says that his Six thinking hats, with colours 

White (data), Red (intuiCon), Yellow (posiCve), Black (criCcal), Green 
(creaCvity), Blue (overview) 

All be used in a balance, in harmonious manner for best results... 

Yet given the human tendency, parCcularly these days to latch on to the black 
hat 

I would err on the side of the Yellow- focus liOle more on posiCve aspects of 
things!   

It is good to have a balance in everything that we do in life, whether it is eaQng, 
drinking, merry making or working (haven’t we heard of the work-life 
balance?). This is precisely what the great physician, psychologist, author and 
consultant has recommended with regard to ‘thinking’ in his celebrated book 
“Six thinking Hats”. Before taking a decision, it is important to think through all 
aspects such as whether sufficient data is available and  also look at the 
posiQve, criQcal, creaQve and intuiQonal aspects.  

 One cannot fault the sane advice of the master thinker. However, it is 
becoming increasingly difficult in the present Qmes to maintain and ensure that 
balance. The human mind, by its nature tends to be drawn more easily to the 
criQcal and negaQve aspects. Added to this, vested interests have been bent on 
sowing seeds of discord and hatred. We are not able to dispassionately decide 
even on subjects of ‘developmental projects’ with extreme posiQons taken by 
poliQcal sides. The television and social media has contributed considerably to 
this phenomenon.  

It is in these circumstances that I advocate erring on the side of posiQvity- wear 
that yellow hat a liBle longer even as you take the final decision.  

 
 



Zenith    

It's all very well to aim for the Zenith, the highest point 

Yet, in the absence of fundamentals, everything may tumble down like a pack of 
cards 

Being grounded, having one's head on one’s shoulders 

And legs firmly on the ground helps  

Even as we aim, work for and reach the Zenith...   

Reaching the ‘Zenith’ is wonderful if it means being the best you can be and  
you have aBained  your full potenQal. However, reaching there should be fun 
and should be able to enjoy the journey on the way. We hear stories of people 
climbing ladders and reaching the top of the sky scraper only to find that the 
ladder was placed against the wrong wall! Therefore, the first quesQon to be 
asked is “Is this what I really want?” . 

 In the Malayalam language there is a proverb that advises not to  operate in 
haste - rush to get  ‘Kayar’, a coir thread to Qe the calf the moment you hear 
that the ox has given birth. Be deliberate and not hasty on a maBer that 
determines the course of your long life ahead.  

Some things may not be be appropriate or suitable for you even if it is socially 
acknowledged and held in high esteem socially. The other day I was watching 
an old award winning Russian classic movie “Moscow does not believe in 
tears”. The protagonist played by Aleksey Batalov is a maverick tool and dye 
maker on whose ideas some of his  colleagues secured  PhD degrees. His 
friends at work and the company value his contribuQon. When asked by social 
acquaintances as to why he did not study further, obtain degree and become a 
scienQst. He says “I love what I do and am respected for it. Does everyone have 
to be in leadership posiQons?”  

 
Another point that we need to keep in mind is to be grounded even as we rise 
and reach the Zenith. Many have found their careers and personal lives ruined 
on account of ego entering the head and calling the shots instead of the human 
being controlling it as the master. Therefore, the importance of having one’s 
head on one’s shoulders and head firmly on the ground!  
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